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O. 0 Introduction 
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The Qoal of this paper ia to provide a direction of inquiry into the probu' rm-,,.......
the syntax of adverbs. I see the central issue to be a problem of l1censing. 
Much of recent syntact1c l1terature has been concerned ...ith the generation of 
phrase markers. Beginning ...1th Sto...ell (1981 ), efforts have been made to 
reduce the dependency on Phrase structure rules and to account for the 
creation of tree structures through licensing. The general movement rul e of 
Move-alpha ...as extended in Lasnik and Saito (1984) to Affect-alpha so as to 
include other mechanisms of syntax such as deletfon and insertfon rules. 
W1th'ln the Base component, Affect-alpha ...ould take the form of Generate-
alpha. Oyergeneratfon ...ould then be restricted through principles of 
l1cens1ng (see e. g. Abney 1986, Fuku1 and Speas 1986). The questfon, then, 
to be explored in thia paper is: ...hat l1censing principles account for the 
generation and distribution of adverbs. The assumption is that once the 
problem of l1censing 1s solved, other problems concern1ng the syntact1c 
behaviour of adverbs ...111 be solved. 

In the first sectfon, I present five problems of the syntax of adverbs. In the 
second sectfon I propose an analysis of adverb l1censing. At the heart of the 
proposal is the assumptfon that adverbs are not maximal projections and as 
such are l1censed by neither theta-role ass1gnment nor predication but rather 
by a third type of lfcensing. In the thfrd sectfon I sho... ho... such an analysfs 
offers an explanatfon for the problem~ that have been rafsed and further 
suggest that prenominal adjectives are l1censed the same ...ay that adverbs 
are 1fcensed ...hfch explains certafn simflaritfes. In the fourth and ffnal 
section I pose further problems and some speculations concerning Yhfch 
direction future research mfght take. 

1.0 Problems 

Adverbs present many interesting problems for the syntactician. Belo... I 
raise five questions concerning the generatfon and behaviour of adverbs. 
These are: 

(1 ) a. Ho..". are adverbs 1fcensed? 
b. Why do true adverbs enjoy freer dfstributfon than adverbfal 

preposftional phrases? 
c. Why does the fnterpretation of some adverbs vary depending on 

thetr posit10n? 
d. Why are adverbs all o'w'ed to fncorporate into verbs even though they 

are not arguments of the verb? 
e. Why 1s the relative sequencing of adverbs restricted? 
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1• 1 Licensing 

Chomsky (1988) introduces the Principle of Full Interpretation in order to 
restrict the generation of phrase markers. This ia given in (2) belo... (baaed 
on Chomsky 1.98~: 99-101 ). 

(2)	 Principle of Fun Interpretation 
Every element of PF and LF must receive an appropriate interpretation. 
PF: Every phonetic segment must receive a phonetic interpretation. 
LF: Non-maximal projections are licensed by X-bar theory. 

Maximal projections are licensed as either arguments, traces of 
arguments, predicatea, or operators. 

In the follo...ino example, the NP 'the carrota' is l1censed by virtue of the fact 
that it receives a theta-rol e from the verb 'eat'. The AP 'ra",' is licensed 
through predication since it is predicated of the independentl y licensed NP 'the 
carrots'. . 

(3) The rabbits ",n1eat the carrots ra.... 

It is not clear, ho...ever, ho", adverbs are to be l1censed. As non
arguments, they might be expected to be licensed through predication. 
Chomsky (198e) gives an example of an adverbial PP 'at noon' in 'John left 
to...n at noon' and suggests, foIl o..,ing Roths.tein (1983), that this PP 1s 
pred1cated of an element 1n INFL. McConnell-G1net (198Z), ho",ever. 
propoaea that adverba are in fact argumenb of the verb, ...hichauggeata that 
they are l1censed through theta-role assignment. 

What I ...111 stress throughout this paper is that ...hatever the licensing 
mechanism chosen, it shoul d serve to ans...er other questions concerning 
adverbs. In other ...ords, ...hl1e it might seem efficient to include adverbs in 
the l1censing types proposed in the Principle of Full Interpretation, the fact 
that adverbs act quite differently from both arguments (theta-l1censed 
elemenb) and predicatea (predication Hcenaed elementa) raiaea the queation 
of ....hether, in fact, a ne... type of licensing ...oul d be appropriate. This is the 
direction I ...111 take in my l1ne of inquiry. 

1.2 Positionino 

One of the problems that I propose to solve by means of this ·ne...• l1censing 
mechanism 1s ...hy adverbs may appear in several different places ...ithin a 
sentence. Belo... I discuss the problem of posit10ning of adverbs by first 
describing the facts in Engl ish, then sho...ing ho\\' the distr'lbutton of adverbs 
differs from the d1stribut10n of adverbial PPs. Finally I discuss ho... 
languages differ giVing examples from Icelandic, German, and Afrikaans. 
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1.2. 1 ·Transportab111ty· 

Keyser( 1968) proposes a transportability convent10n for elements that are 
marked [+transportablel for any g1ven language. This has the effect that, 1n 
Engl1sh, adverbs may appear 1n a var1ety of positions (for the deta11s on the 
constraints of th1s convent10n, see Keyser 1968). As made clear tn the 
examples below, adverbs appear to pos1tion themselves fairly freely. 

(4) a. Cleyerly/clumsl1y John dropped his cup of coffee. 
b. John cleverly /clumsilY dropped his cup of coffee. 
c. John dropped h1s cup of coffee cleyerly/clymsny. 

In (4) ...e see that certa1n adverbs in English rna.,. appear either sentence 
in1tially (4a), between the subject and the verb phrase (4b), or sentence 
f1nall y (4c). It 1s not true, howeyer, that all adverbs may appear in all 
three pos1tions. Some may appear e1ther sentence init1all y, or bet..,een the 
subject and the verb (Sa, b. c), whl1e others may appear either between the 
subject and the verb phrase or sentence f1nally (6a, b, c) (see Jackendoff 
1972: 50). 

(5) a. Eyident) y Horat10 has lost his mind. 
b. Horatio has evidentlY lost h1s mind.
 
c••Horat10 has lost his mind evidently. (without comma reading)
 

(6) a. Stanley easilY ate his Wheaties. 
b. Stanley ate h1s Wheat1es easily.
 
c••Easl1y Stanley ate his Wheat1es.
 

/to, further problem 1s that adverbs that appear bet...een the subject and the YP 
may behave d1fferently in the presence of auxil1ary verbs and modals. For 
example, whl1e (7a) shows that both probably and completely may appear 1n 
the same posit10n, (7b) and (7c) sho..". that this apparent similarity can be 
teased apart through the introduction of auxiliaries. (Examples are based on 
Jackendoff 1972: 75-76. ) 

(7) a. The tornado (probably, completely) ruined George. 
b. George (probably, .completely) is being ruined by the tornado. 
c. George 1~ being (.probably, completely) ruined by the tornado. 

1.2.2 Adverbs ys. AdYerbial PPs 

Adverbs and adverbial PPs , ...hile playing a siml1ar role semantically ...'thin 
the sentence, differ in their d1str1but10n suggesting that they should be 
d1stinguished syntact1call y. Only true adverbs sho... the effects of 
transportabilfty. Adverbial PPs are, l1ke other elements, restr1cted in the1r 
position (Jackendoff 1977: 73). 

(8) a. 8111 dropped the bananas quickly/..".ith a crash 
b. Bill qu1ckly/....ith a crash dropped the bananas. 
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An explanation must be sought, then, for ....hV true adverbs differ from 
adYerb1al PPs, and 'ihy, if only one of them is [+transportable), 11 is the true 
adYerb1al. 

1.2.3 Icelandic (Platzack 1986, Thra1nason 1986, Holmberg 1986) 

A different sort of ·transportabl1ity· is found in Icelandic. Adverbs such as 
al dre1 'neYer'are normal1y found bet'ieen the inflected Yerb and the rest of 
the contents of the verb phrase. Thia position may be accounted for through 
head movement of the inflected Yerb into INFL. 

(9) a. Hann st1ngur aldr,1 smj6r1nu f yasann 
He puta neyer butter in hia pocket 

'He neyer put=s butter in hi=s pocket. ' 

b. [hann [INFl) aldre1 [yp atingur amjorinu f yasann ) 
c. [hann [I NFLstinguri) al dre1 [yp ti amjOr1nu f yaaann ) 

At D-structure, the adverb 1a placed bet'ieen the INFL node and the YP. The 
head of the YP, stingur, moyea at S-atructure into the empty INFL poait1on as 
=sho.....n in (9c). 

Complications ar1ae, ho.....eYer, ....hen alternate pos1tiona of the adYerb are 
taken into account. A=s (lOa) belo"," sho....s, the adYerb may alao appear 

. bet een the direct object and the prepositional phrase ....1thin the YP. (1 Ob ) 
aho a that this flexibility 1a not al'tiays aYailable. 

( 1O) a. Hann stingur amjOr1nu al dre1 f yasann 
he puts butter neyer in his pocket 

'He never puts butter in his pocket.' . 

b. .Hann mun stinga smj6r1nu aldrei f yasann 
he must put butter neyer in his pocket 

'He must never put butter in his pocket' 

The generalization 1=s that only .....hen there is a simple Yerb form may the 
adverb appear bet....een the direct object and the prepoaitional phrase (aee 
Holmberg, Platzack, Thrafnason for more detaila on this construction). 

To summarize the problem so far, a licensing mechanism must be found for 
adverbs that explains (i) the relative freedom of positioning, (11) .... hy aome 
adverbs .....ork differently from others, (iii) .....hy adverbs and adverbial PPs do 
not share the same distribution, and (iv) ....hy and ho.... the transportability of 
adverbs varie=s from language to language. 

1.3 Interpretat10n 
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A further problem that any analysis of adverbs must address ts the problem 
of interpretation• Some adverbs receive a different tnterpretation depending 
on \lhere they appear \lithin the sentence. The most noticeable of these are 
the passive-sensitive adverbs such as carelessly as sho\ln belo\l (examples 
based on Jackendoff 1972: 82-83, see also McConnell-Gtnet 1982). 

(11) a. Th.e police carelesslY \1111 arrest Fred. 
b. Fred carelessly \1111 be arrested by the poHce. 
c. The police arrested Fred carelessly. 
d. Fred \las arrested carelessly by the poHce. 

In (11 a) and (11 b) the adverb appears in the pre-AUX positton and refers to 
the subject of the sentence, Yhether or not that subject is also the agent. In 
( 11 a) the interpretation 1s that the poltce are be1ng careless, in (11 b ) it is 
Fred ...ho is being carel ess. (11 c) and (11 d) sho... a dtfferent pattern, 
hO'w'ever. In both cases, the adverb 1s post-VP, and in this posit10n, rather 
than be1ng sens1tive to ...hat 1s the subject of the sentence. the adverb 1s 
sensit1ve to the agent of the sentence ...hether or not the agent is also the 
SUbject. Therefore 1n both (11 c) and (11 d) the police are being carel ess. 
The d1st1nct1on 1s sho...n most sharpl y 1n the contrast bet...een (11 b) and 
( 11 d). The onl y difference bet...een these t...,o sentences is the position of the 
adverb, yet in (11 b) Fred is careless, and 1n (11 d) th~ poltce are careless. 

Jackendoff ( 1972) d1st1ngu1shes these pass1ye-sens1t1ye adverbs from others 
...,hlch aho'w' "no discernible change 1n mean1ng" such as Quickly. This is sho...n 
1n the example belo......here QuicklY refers to the action of the police 
independently of the posit10n of the adverb or the grammatical function of the 
NP. 

(12) a. The poltce Qu1ckly ...m arrest Fred. 
b. The police ...111 arrest Fred auicklY. 
c. Fred Quickly 'w'111 be arrested by the poHce. 
d. Fred 'w'111 be arrested by the poHce Quickly. 

A further requirement for any syntact1c account of adverbs, then, 1s that 1t 
must also explain the relation of positioning and interpretat10n and ...hy this 
does not appear to apply for all adverbs. 

1.4 Incorporation 

Adverbs present yet another 1nteresting puzzle 1n the context of 
1ncorporation as presented in Baker (1985, 1988). Baker sho...s that through 
head-movement certain XOs may 1ncorporate 1nto other VOs. This is 
111ustrated 1n example (13) belo......here the head of the object NP n.iY. 'coconut' 
has 1ncorporated 1nto the verb Y2l.Y. 'grate' • 

( 13) VoIu n1IJ. nakai e tau fanau (N1uean: Baker 1985: 106)
 
grate-coconyt Q abs-pl-children
 
'Are the children grat1ng coconut?'
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It is not the case, ho'tiever, that any head may move into any other head. Not 
onl.,. is there a localit.,. restriction on head-movement, Baker's anal.,.sis also 
pred1cts that onl.,. the heads of arguments ma.,. be incorporated into the verb. 
As a possible example of this restriction, he gives the sentence in example 
( 14) bel 0... ( see Baker for further detans of the anal.,.sis). f.Q. 'night' is not 
able to incorporate into the verb since tt is not an argument of the verb. 

(14) *Gahua a a 1a, ka e mohe aho (N1uean: Baker 1985: 111 ) 
'tiork-n1gh1 abs-he but sleep-da.,. 

'He ...orks nights, but sleeps da.,.s.' 

Interestingl.,., ho...ever, there are languages ...here adverbs ma.,. incorporate 
...tth the verb. An example is g1yen belo... from Inuktttut ...here the adverb 
'undoubtedl y' is a morpheme mlWl within the verb form. 

(15)	 ungas1nn1rulaatsiassaQIDlllqaaq (Inuktttut: Fortescue 1980) 
'It will yndoybtedlY be some...hat further off 

The question remains, then, ...h.,. non-arguments ma.,. incorporate onl.,. when 
the.,. are adverbs. 1 

1•5 Restriction on seqyences 

One final question that I ...,11 be looking at concerns the cooccurrence of 
adverbs. Jackendoff notes that onl.,. certain sequences of d1fferent types of 
adverbs is allo...ed. Whtle both adverbs probgbly and cgrefully ma.,. appear 
either sentence inU1all.,., bet...een the subject and AUX, or bet...een AUX and 
the YP, ...hen the.,. co-occur, prQbably must precede cgrefylly. This 1s 
sho...n in examp1e (16 ) belQ... (taken from JackendQff 1972: 87-93). 

(16) a. probably Max carefu])y ...as cltmbing the 
b. Max probably ...as carefully cltmb1ng the 
c. *Carefully Max prQbably ...as cl1mb1ng the 
d. *Max cgreful1Y ...asprQbably cltmbing the 

alls of the garden. 
alls of the garden. 
a11s of the garden. 
a11s of the garden. 

2.0 The Proposal: Head feature ltcensing 

I propose that all the questions outltned above ma.,. best be ans...ered if one 
assumes that the ltcens1ng Qf adverbs differs frQm the ltcensing of arguments 
and the ltcensing Qf predicates. M.,. anal.,.sis ...111 contain three assumptiQns 
cQncerning the ltcensing Qf adverbs. These are ltsted belQ'" and discussed in 
more detail in the fQllo...ing sectiQns. 

( 17) Adverbs are: 
A. MdefectiveMcategQries 
B. MautonymQusMtheta-markers 

1Simn ar facts have been reported fQr Chukchee (Spencer 1987). 
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C. related to a head feature 

2. 1 -DefecttYe- Categortee 

Because they behave differentl y from other categories, adverbs are not 
considered major lexical categories. Perhaps the most striking difference 
is their Inabl1Ity to take compl ements. It Is for this reason that Jackendoff 
( 1977) characterizes adverbs, distinguishing them from adjectives, ...Uh the 
feature COMPo Where adjectives may take complements (1. e. are +COMP), 
adverbs may not ([-COMP]). This Is sho...n In the example bela......here the 
adjective proyd may take the complement PP of their achievements, the 
related adverb proydly may not (18a and l8b). (18c) and (l8d) are similar 
examples taken from Jackendoff (1977).2 

(18)	 a. proud of their achieYements 
b••proudly of their achievements 
c. fearful of an1
 
d••fearfully of Bill
 

What I ...111 claim Is that this inablltty to take complements indicates that, in 
fact, adverbs may not project to a phrasal category. Rather they remain 
simply as heads. This assumption is crucial to the analysis of adverbs that I 
propose since, as I suggest belo... , heads that do not project must be licensed 
differently from maximal projections. 

2.2 "Autonymous· theta-marking 

The Principle of Full Interpretation includes t...o types of licensing, theta
marking and predication. 3 Arguments are licensed by virtue of the fact that 
they receive theta-roles, and elements in predication structures are 
licensed through the relation of predicatton. These t...o types of licensing, 
ho...ever, both Involve the licensing of maximal projections: theta-licensing 
since orlly maximal projections may receive theta-roles, and predication 
licensing since both predicates and subjects must be maximal projections. 
The question, then, is raised as to ...hether heads ...hich do not project may be 
1icensed at all. Mechanisms proposed by Higginbotham (1985) do Introduce 
this possibility. The structure given in (19) belo... 111ustrates t...o theta 
rel atlons other than theta-assignment. 4 

ZR. Kayne has pointed out (p. C. ) that the 1ack of complements may have to do 
...Uh a semantic restriction rather than a syntactic one. This can be seen In 
the follo\\ling examples. 
(1)	 He ...as fearful (of B111 ). 
(11) Hie manner ...as fearful (.of B111 ).
 
Unfortunately my account does not explain the above judgements.
 
31 am leaving aside here the possibility of operator-licensing.
 
4Hlgginbotham also introduces a third ne... type of thematic relation ...hich is
 
theta-binding.
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(19 ) 

(H', <1» 

A 
(A,<1,2» (H,<1» 

I I ~ 
tilg butterfl "I 

These t...o ne... theta-relations are (t) theta-Identtftcatlon and (tt) 
autonymous theta-mark1ng. Theta-1dent1f1cat10n 1s 1nd1cated by the 
connecting 11ne betveen the argument structure of 'btg' and the argument 
structure of 'butterflV'. Autonvmous theta-marking is indicated bV the 
crooked arrov. 

According to Higginbotham, theta-identification Identifies the open position of 
the Hvith the open position of the A. The argument position of the H', 
therefore, is identified both ytth the Nand the A (i.e. the conjunction of the 
properties of being big and being a butterfly). Higginbotham argues that a 
further relation must be indicated to account for the fact that a big butterfly 
may not be big in absolute terms, but only as far as butterflies are 
ggnglrnld. For thil rlalon autonymous theta-marking is proposed. Th" 2
position in the argument structure of the A is satisfied by the attribute of the 
N...hich limits the dimensions of the A. Since autonymous theta-marking 
occurs only under government, this sort of effect should appear only ...ith 
bare adjectives Yhich govern the noun such as prenominal adjectives. 
Examples of the contrast are given in (20) beloY. In (20a) the range of big 
is restricted by the head H, vhereas in (20b), since the A does not govern 
the H in subject position, the range of the adjective fs less restricted. 5 

(20 ) a. The big butterfl "I 
b. The butterfl y is big. 

What is important for the purposes of this paper is that there is a possible 
licensing mechanism for heads ...hich is theta-identification. While 
Hi;;inbotham, in his artlcl e, concentrates on the use of theta-identification 

SSome other, perhaps clearer, examples ...hich sho... the distinction bet...een 
prenominal adjectives and predicate adjectives are Qiven belo.... 

(1) the tall basketball player 
(iO The basketball player is tall. 
(111) The all eged Communist 
(iv) .The Communist is all eged. 

If a basketball player ...ere 6'2", (11) ...ould be appropriate but (1) ...ould be 
odd (examples due to P. Bloom, p.c.). The distinction bet...een (11t) and (iv) 
is discussed in Higginbotham (1985). 
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for prenominal adjectives, he begins his discussion 'tiUh examples of adverbs 
taken from Davidson (1968). The conclusion, then, that I dra'ti is that 
adjectives and adverbs may be heads that enter into relationships 'tiUh other 
heads (see also McConnell-Ginet 1982 for arguments that adverbs modify Vs 
and not YPs). It is clear that these adjectives and adverbs do not project, 
other'tiise there 'tiould be no structure of mutual government and no such 
symbiotic relationship created. 

2.3 Head Features 

Whl1e I agree 'tiith Higginbotham that adverbs and adjectives are l1censed as 
.bare heads, I disagree as to exactly 'tihat it is in the licensing head 'tihich 
allo'tis this relationship. Rather than assuming that these heads identify Dr 
autonymously theta-mark one another, I assume that it is a feature of the 
l1censing head (noun or verb) 'tihich l1censes the modifying head (adjective or 
adverb). At this point I 'ti111 keep this idea quite vague ...ith the hope that it 
...111 become clearer in the course of the paper. Some suggestions for 
possible head features in verbal categories are given in example (21 ) belo.... 

(21)	 Y: Y (Manner)
 
INFL: E(vent), AGR(eement)
 
C7: Speaker (111 ocutionary force)
 

2.4. Summary of analysis 

Chomsky (1986) claims that non-maximal projections are l1censed by X-bar 
theory. This implies that the non-maximal projection ...ould be dominated by 
a maximal projection that ...as Independently l1censed. In this last section, 
I have proposed that )Cos are not al ...ays dominated by max1mal projections, 
and ...hen this occurs, they must be licensed by a mechanism other than X-bar 
theory. Th1s situat10n occurs ...ith adverbs and pre-nominal adjectives ...hich 
are licensed by a feature in the head 'Which they govern. 

3.0 Problems revisited 

3.1 Licensing 

It is clear that l1censing of adverbs and adjectives is completely different 
from the licens1ng of max1mal projections. They are seen not as arguments 
or as predicates but more as co-functors. AS Higginbotham points out, in 
theta assignment and pred1cation, theta-roles are discharged. In the case of 
modification, ho...ever, no theta-roles are being satisfied. 1t ...111 be sho...n 
bela... that by specifying that adverbs and prenominal adjectives are non
max1mal projections certain peculiarities of their behaviour can be 
explained. 
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3.2 Transportability (and placement) 

We looked first at the problem of positioning of adverbs. As ...e sa... , ...hile 
adverbs may appear in a variety of posittons, 1t 1s not true that all adverbs 
may appear 1n all pos1tions. Belo... I g1ye some general1zations concern1ng 
the typology of adverbs ...h1ch 1s bas1cally hat 1s g1yen 1n Jackendoff (1972) 
(see also Roberts 1985). In th1s sect10n e ...111 f1rst rearrange the groups 
to make th1s typology more precise. I ...111 then sho... ho... head feature 
11cens1ng offers an explanat10n for these d1Y1s10ns. 

3.2.1 Adyerb typology 

(22)	 Adverb types 

Type I: Initial, Aux, YP-final (meaning change) (cleverly, clumsily, III)
 
Type I\: In1t1al, Aux, YP-final (no mean1ng change) (ay1ckly, sloyly, ... )
 
Type II I: In1t1al, Aux (evidently, orobably, ynbel1eyably, ..,)
 
Type IY: Aux, VP-f1nal (completely, easily, totally, II')
 
Type V: YP-ffnal (Jl.m:.d., ~, ~, II')
 
Type VI: Aux Ur:.Y.1Y., y1rtyg11y, merely ... )
 

The first step to take 1n the inyest1gation of these types (a step that ...as taken
 
by both Jackendoff and Roberts) is to note that AUX is actua11y a conflatton of
 
t",o positions: one ...h1ch I ...111 call the AUX positton and the other ...hich I ...111
 
ca11 the VP-tnitial position. Whl1e the position is ambiguous in the example
 
given in (23a), ...e can see this distinction clearly ...hen ...e add auxiliary
 
verbs as fn(23b) and (23c). Both probably, a type III adverb, and
 
comoletely, a type IV adverb, should appear 1n AUX pos1tion, yet ...ith the
 
add1tion of an aux111ary verb, ...e can see that these t..,o adverbs do not share
 
distr1butional properties.
 

(23)	 a. The tornado probably/completely ru1ned George. 
b. George probably/*completely ...as ruined by the tornado. 
c. George ia being .probably/completely ruined by the tornado. 

Thi8 prompts the first change 1n the table above so that Type III adverbs 
appear in initial or AUX position, and Type IV adverbs appear in VP-1n1ttal or 
't'P-final position. 

(24)	 Type III: In1tial, AUX 
Type IV: 't'P-init1al, VP-final 

Further, 'w'e can see that adverbs of Type I and Type II may appear in a11 four 
postt10ns (25), Init1al, Aux, VP-fnUal, and VP-ftnal. 

(25)	 a. (Clumslly) John (clumslly) has (clumsily) dropped h1s coffee 
(clumsily). 

b. (Quickly) John	 (qu1ckly) had (qu1ckly) f1nished his meaJ(quickly). 
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(26)	 Type'l: In1t1al. AUX. VP-1n1t1al. VP-f1nal 
Type II: Initial, AUX, VP-in1tial, VP-final 

Another interfering factor Yhich cornpl1cates the adverb table is the fact that 
some adverbs (Type I) change meaning depending on the position. One 
exarnple of this yas given above (see (11 » and another is given beloY in (27) 
(taken from McConnell-Ginet). 

(27)	 a. Reluctantly Mary yas instructed by Joan. 
b. Mary yas relyctantly instructed by Joan. 
c. Mary rel uctantl y yas instructed by Joan. 
d. Mary yas instructed relyctantly by Joan. 

Jackendoff puts the adverb in Type I and classifies these as meaning changing 
adverbs (in order to distinguish this group frorn Type II). Hoyever, if ye 
Yere to divide Type I adverbs 1nto tyO sub-types: a Type la adverb Yhich is 
subject sens1tive (270. b) and a Type Ib adverb Yhich is agent sens1tive 
(27c, d), then Type Ia Youl d appear 1n initial position and in AUX position, 
...hile Type Ib ...oul d appear in VP-inftial position and VP-final position. 

(28)	 Type la: Initial, AUX 
Type Ib: 't'P-inftial, 't'P-final 

No\»' ...e can see that Type la and Type III fall together and Type Ib and Type IV 
fall tooether. One last change needs to be rnade to clear up the table. Type 
II. in fact, looks Hke a combination of Type III and Type IV. We could tease 
this apart ...1th the Type I adverbs 'Where the meaning changed. In fact, I ...111 
claim that there is also a meaning change ...ith Type II adverbs, except that it 
is much more subtle. This is 111uetrated in (29) belo.... 

(29)	 a. Quickly John 111 be arrested by the poHce. 
b. John QUickly mbe arrested by the police. 
c. John m be Quickly arrested by the pollee. 
d. John 111 be arrested Quickly by the pollee. 

In (290, b) Qujckly appears to be mod1fying the event of the arrest ...hile 1n 
(29c, d), QUickly modifies the process of the arrest. In other ...ords, in 
(29a,b), the arrest ...111 happen right a...ay. In (29c,d), the manner of the 
arrest ...ill be hurried. If this is true, then Type II 11ke Type I may be divided 
into Type lIa and Type lib. No'W our adverb chart looks 11ke this. 
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Leaving Type Vand Type VI aside (I ...monly speculate about them later), ...e 
can see that the rest of the adYerbs fall neatly into t...o groups. The fact that 
these tyO groups exist fall s out from the fact that they are licensed by tyO 
different heads. Typesla,lla, and III I ym claim are all licensed by a 
feature In the head INFL, Yhtle Types Ib, lib, and IY are all1icensed by a 
feature in the head Y. Nay the question remains as to Yhy each adYerb class 
stm enjoys a range of positions. In the folloYlng section I Ytll shaY hoy this 
also follo...s from the Hcenslng mechanism employed. 

3.2.2 Feature extension 

As ...e sa... at the beginning of this paper, adverbs In many languages enjoy a 
...ide range of positions. Basically I ...m claim that this is due to mechanisms 
in the grammar that all 0... features of heads to pass up and do...n the tree 
(see e.g. duPl essis 1986, this YO1ume ). Since the same range of positioning 
is not attested in eyery 1anguage, some parameterization of this must be 
introduced. Bela... I ... '111 discuss English and Icelandic and then Yi11 end 'Wlth 
a feY specul ations concerning German. 

3.2.2.1 English 

I claim that In English, the effect of transportab111ty comes about through 
feature percolation from the head to the maximal projection. In English, 
then, adverbs may appear any'Where along the projection line of the licensing 
head. This is sho'Wn in the tree diagram bela... and mustrated in the 
examples given in (32) and (33). 

(31) 

la 
Iia 
III 

Ib 
lib 
IY 

(32) a. 
b. 
c. 

George has probabl y read the book. 
George probably has read the book. 
Probably, George has read the book. 
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(33) a. Mary ..,111 have elo..,ly put the book on the table 
b. Mary ..,nl have put the book s)o...ly on the table. 
c. Mary ...111 have put the book on the table alo...ly. 

No.., ...e can explain ...hy only true adverbs are transportable and not adverbial 
PPs. Since the latter are ltceneed through predtcatton and arepredtcated of 
the YP or an IP, they may not appear wtthtn the maxtmal projection of the Y or 
the INFL(Jackendoff 1972) • 

(34) a. John 111 lose hte ...allet in the garden. 
b. *John tll, tn the garden, lose hts ..,allet. 
c. In all probability John has lost the race. 
d.	 John hae, in all probab111ty, lost the race. 

(good only ..,ith comma reading) 

One vay of explatntng the posttioning of Type V adverbs in VP-ftnal posUion 
'WolJld be to claim that they are maximal projections. In fact, many of the 
examples given by Jackendoff of Type Y adverbs are arguably PPs (before, 
hmn§., tndoors, dovnstairs ). Ho..,ever, others are harder to aroue for 
(.hQr..g, 1Il2r§., ~, ~,terr1bly). I leave this as a question for further 
research. 

3.2.2.2 Icelandic 

In Icelandic, feature extension appears to 'w'ork very differently from the 
examples ve have seen for Engltsh. Rather than transporting ·up· the tree, 
the adverb ts appearing lo..,er tn the tree than expected. The problematic 
case ts given 1n (35b) belo.., ..,here an INFL-ltcensed adverb appears bet..,een 
the object and the prepositional phrase. 

(35) a. *Hann mun sUnga smjOr1nu aldrei f vasann 
he must put butter never 1n his pocket 

'He must never put butter in hts pocket' 

b. Hann st1ngur smjOrtnu aldre1 f vasann 
he puts butter never tn hts pocket 

'He never puts butter tn h1s pocket. I 

What appears to be happentng 1s that the features of INFL may appear vithin 
the VP, but only ..,hen there has been head movement of the V to the IHFL 
position. This is not unreasonable given a vie.., of head-movement proposed 
in Lamontagne and Travts (1987). In order to explain the generaltzation of 
the Head Movement Constraint of Travis (1984) 1t ..,as proposed that the 
contents of the empty category left behind by head movement must be 
recovered through head feature transmission 'Which allo'Ws one head to 
transmit features to a stster maximal projectton. These features ..,111 then 
ft1 ter do'tin to the head of the maximal projection. 'rhe rel evant structure ts 
gtven tn (36) belo.., ..,here the features of X are transmitted to VP and 
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subsequently are passed do..n to V. Since recoYerabtHty of content is 
dependent on such a structure, head movement must be local. 

(36) Feature transm1ss10n Feature recoyerabl11ty 
XP XP 

A A 
X~yp )(+y....... yp
 

+F +F/A /A 
y ZP e ZP 
+F +F 

The relevance of this mechan1sm to adverb position1ng in Iceland1c should be 
c1 ear from the structure g1yen 1n (37) for sentence (35b) aboYe. 

(37) 

IP 

N~'1n ...............
 
l Vp 

LJ 
st1ngUry~
 

A ~
 
e smjorinu f yasann 

The verb st1ngur moves through head movement to the INFl positton. In order
 
to recover the features of the V, INFL must transmit them to the VP ,-,htch '-'111
 
tn turn pass them to the V. Stnce the Y has moved 1nto the INFl posit10n, it is
 
poss1ble that not only the features of the Y but also the features of the INFL
 
...111 be passed back do...n to the Y pos1tion. Obviously, th1s is not poss1ble 1n
 
all languages. Ho....eYer, the positioning of the adverb in Iceland1c suggests
 
that this 1s, 1n fact, ...hat 1s happen1ng in th1s language. Once these features
 
are passed do....n, not only is the empty category 1n Y 1denUfied, but the l1ne
 
of INFL features is extended, allo.... ing transportab111ty of the adyerb. 6 Note
 
that if there are t....o verbal elements as in (33a), '-'hile the INFL features
 
may be passed to the 1ntermediary V, they may not be passed to the 10....estY,
 
....h1ch accounts for the unorammat1cal1ty of (33a). 7
 

6Note that this 1nd1cates that the proper leYel of 11censing ts not at D

structure. Thanks to Mark Baker for p01nt1ng this out.
 
7Holmberg (1986) accounts for adverb placement in examples such as (35b)
 
through movement of the direct object (object shift). His account has the
 
adYantQge that 1t expla1ns ....hy the adverb ...111 not appear after a YP 1nternal
 
PP 'Wh11e th1s1s 8t111 problematic for my proposal.
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There have "been other proposals to account for the Icela"dlc facts. 
Thrafnsson and Platzack have proposed that movement of the head out of the 
VP alloys prunfng of the VP node and the adverb fs alloyed to scramble Yfth 
members of the VP. Thfs Yould fmply that such an extension of INFL features 
fs possible only Yhen there fs movement. In the next section I argue that 
German offers a possfble counterexample to thfs claim. 

3.2.2.3 German8 

In German, unless the INFL-adverb Is topfca1fzed, ft alyays appear Ylthfn the 
VP as t11ustrated by the example beloY. 

(38)	 Dfe Studentfn hat dae Buch .".ahrsche1n]tch oeleeen. 
the student has the book probably read 
'The student has probably read the book.' 

In fact, ft ma.,. appear ver.,. deepl.,. embedded. 

(39)	 Die Studentfn hatte das Buch wahrscheinl1ch 1esen so11 en 
the student has the book probably read should 
'The student probably yas supposed to read the book.' 

This suggests ffrst that features may be passed from one head to another 
independent of movement and second that they may be passed doyn a serfes of 
heads. The fact that features may be passed even ff there has been no 
movement fs not troublesome since all of the examples of afffx hoppfno and 
Case assignment are precfsely that (see the structure fn (38». One 
lexically realized head passes features to another lexfcally rea1fzed head. 
The second problem, ho.....ever, goes against the Head Feature Transmfssfon 
Constrafnt of Lamontagne and Travfs (1987) vhfch states that features may 
only be passed from the head to the sfster of the head. There fs a yay around 
thfS, ho'Wever, sfnce it has been c1afmed that fn fact the serfes of verbs at 
the end of a German sentence fs a verbal complex created by V movement. I 
...111 assume, then, that INFL does pass the relevant features to Us stster VP 
and that the adverb is generated as a sister to that V. It appears to have a 
posftion ...ithin the lo.....est VP only because all of the Vs have moved to the 
hfghest Y posftfon (see e.g. Baker, Noonan, and van Riemsd1jk fn thfs volume 
for a discussfon of thfs issue). The structure, then, 'Would be as fn (38 )9. 

(40)	 Germanic verb c1 usters 

8The problem of adverbs 1n Germanic languages, fn fact, vas the inftfal focus 
of thfs paper. Sfnce the ...orkshop, hO'w'ever, the topic has broadened and the 
problem of Germanic has become fncfdental. 
91 have argued else'w'here that German is INFL-second, rather than INFL-last 
(see Travis 1984, Trav; s 1987). 
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IP 

A 
NP I' 

A 
I~YP1, 

+F ~ 

YP2 Adv Y1 +F 

AA 
NP l2 V2 ...1 

U 
German, then, ..,ould stand as an argument against any cla1m that adverbs 
may appear ..,1th1n the YP only if the head of that YP ..,ere empty. 

The question may be raised as to ..,hether German (and other Germanic 
lan~uages) is allo..,ed to transport adverbs up the tree as 1n English. At first 
glance the ans..,er seems to be quite clear given the follo..,ing contrasts. 

(4l) a. The student probably has read the book. 
b. .Ofe Studentin ..,ahrschein1fch hat das Buch gel esen. 
c. Probably the student has read the book. 
d. IIIWahrscheinl1ch die Studentin hat das Buch gelesen. 

The data 1n (41) suggest that, ...hile 1n English INFL-type adverbs may appear 
anY\r'here alonQ the projection line of INFL, th1s is not the case in German. 
HO'M'ever, the picture becomes more compl1cated g1ven the interaction of V2 
effects. A common explanation of the ungrammatical1ty of (41b) as opposed 
to the grammatical1ty of (41 a) is based on the assumption that (41 b ) 
represents a topicalized structure ..,hile (41a) does not. The relevant s
structures are given in (42) belo",. 

(42) a. [IP The student [ probably [" has [yp read the book ]]]] 
b.	 [Cp Die Studentini [ 'w'ahrscheinl1ch leo hatj [IP t1 tj Iyp das Buch 

gelesen tj ]]]]] 

Given this difference in structures, the ungrammaUcal1ty of (41 b) can be 
blamed on the fact that ....ahrscheinl1ch is not ..,ithin the INFL-projection. 

It can be sho..,n, hO'w'ever, that even in structures that are arguably not 
topicalized structures, INFL-type adverbs are not permitted to appear in the 
pos1t1orl bet..,een the sUbject and the ..,P. The relevant examples are taken 
from Afrikaans (thanks to Jean duPlessis). In colloquial Afrikaans, it is 
pos3ible to have movement of the verb into INFL in embedded clauses (43a). 
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Ho",ever, It Is not possible to have toplcaltzatlon (43b). Since toplcal1zatlon 
Is not allo'Wed, It Is clear that the subject In (43a) must truly be In subject 
position and not In topic position. 

(43) a. Ek het gehoor dat Jan het die boek gelee! 
I have heard that Jan has the book read 

'I heard that Jan has read the book. ' 

b. *Ek het gehoor dat glster het Jan die boek gelees. 
yesterday 

c.	 *Ek het gehoor dat Jan 'Waarskynl1k het die boek gelees. 
probably 

d. Ek het gehoor dat Jan het \t'aarskynl1k die boek gelees. 

As (43c) and (43d) aho\t', Independently of any problem of toplcal1zaUon, 
adverbs in Afrikaans are not allo\t'ed to be transported up the projection line 
of INFL. 

3.3 Interpretation 

So' far I have been very vague about the sort of features that 'Will be 
responsibl e for the l1censlng of adverbs, ho..ever, this is important to the 
interpretation of the adverb. The difference bet..een the subject sensitive 
adverb and the agent sensitive adverb is already partly determined by ..hlch 
head 1s responsibl e for the licensing. Subject sensitive adverbs (44a, b) ..m 
be licensed by INFL ..hfl e agent sensitive adverbs (44c, d) \t'111 be licensed by 
V. I assume further that the relevant feature 1n INFL 1s AGR and the relevant 
feature in the Y"'ill be Manner. This is ",hat accounts for the fact that 1n 
( 44a) care] ess] y appears to be predicated of the po]1ce ..hfle 1n (44b) 
carelessly appears to be predicated of~. 

(44) a. The pol1ce carelessly ..111 arrest Fred. 
b. Fred carelessly ..111 be arrested by the poltce. 
c. The police arrested Fred carelessly. 
d. Fred ..as arrested carelessly by the poltce. 

If an adverb 1s ltcensed by the feature AGR, 1t ..111 assign an adjunct theta
role (see Zub1zarreta 1982) to ..hatever AGR 1s c01ndexed ..1th. If the adverb 
is licensed by Manner, it ...massign an adjunct theta-role to the external 
arQument of the verb. This accounts not only for the subject Insensitivity of 
Manner licensed adverbs but also for the jUdgements given bela.... 

(45) a. The rock ..111 be un..l111ngl y thro..n by the hostages. 
b. 'The rock un..1111ngly \t'111 be thro..n by the hostages. 

(from McConnell-G1net, 1982) 
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In (4Sa) unw1111nglY is licensed by the agenUve feature on the verb. In (4Sa) 
hoyever, It Is licensed by the AGR feature of INFL Yhlch Is colndexed yUh 1M 
~. This explains the semantic anomaly of the phrase. 

Interestingly, INFL has features that license tyO very different types of 
adverbs: the sUbJect-oriented adverbs such as carelessly, and the eplstemlc 
or sentential adverbs such as probably. By specifying that adverbs are 
1Icem~ed by features of the head 'tie are able to account for this difference In 
Interpretation. We have already stated that subject-oriented adverbs are 
l1censed by AGR, and ye could eay further that epistemlc adverbs (Type III) 
are licensed by the Event feature of INFL. A quick overvieY of the possible 
features used to license adverbs Is given beloy. 

(46) llJfL. ~ 
Type la: AGR Type Ib: Agent 
Type lIa: Event Type lib: Manner 
Type III: Event Type I"': Manner 

One type of adverb that has not yet been mentioned Is the speaker-oriented 
adverb (e. g. frankly). These are an Interesting problem in themselves 
since most counter-examples to the claim that adverbs cannot take 
complements come from this class (e. g. ynfortynately for ys). 10 There Is 
also a possibility that these adverbs are licensed by a discourse feature In 
the matrix COMPo I leave this question open for further research. 

3.4 Incorporation 

What appears to be a problem for Incorporation turns out, In fact, to be a 
confirmation of this vie", of adverb licensing, particularly the claim that 
adverbs are in a head to head relationship Ylth their licenser. The problem 
is that ...hil e the theory of incorporation as presented In Baker (1985. 1988) 
predicts that only arguments should incorporate, adverbs often appear in 
incorporated structures. One example 'w'as given from Inuktltut and belo'w' 
more types of adverblals that appear 'w'Uhln the verb In this languQge are 
given belo",(taken from Fortescue 1980). 

( 47) Y-modlfier 
Degree: .o.n1.Y.. exactl y, completel y 
Manner: pO'w'erful 1y. quickly, suddenl y 
Y-epistemic 
Epistemic Modality: probably, certainly not. apparently 

It Is important to note the way In ...hlch Baker's theory restricts 
incorporation. The reason that only the heads of arguments may incorporate 
follo ....s from the fact that head movement out of non-arguments violates the 
ECP. I suggest, then, that incorporation is a t",o-step process: (1) 

I 0Thanks to Marle-Odl1 e Junker of University of Otta'w'a for pointing this out to 
me. 
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movement, (11) morpholog1cal1ncorporat10n l1 • The argument/non-argument 
d1st1nct10n1s relevant only for the f1rst step. Morphological1ncorporat10n 
may occur to any structure of the type g1yen in (48) beloY. 

(48) Incorporation structure 
OX

AXO yO 

By d1Y1d1ng 1ncorporat10n 1nto these tyO processes, 1t 1s poss1ble to expla1n 
Yhy adverbs appear to escape the non-argument restr1ct10n. The 1dea 1s that 
1f the structure 1n(48) can be base-generated (1. e. created 1ndependently of 
movement) then there ynl appear to be no restr1ct10ns beyond the 
morpholog1cal rules of the language. S1nce th1s 1s exactly the structure that 
1s created 1n adverb licens1ng, it 1s not at all surpr1s1ng to see adverbs 
incorporate. 

(49) Incorporation (movement vs. base-generation) 

a.	 b. 
YP 

A 
A

V NP 
I 

N	 Y N 

~ 

3. 5	 Sequenc1ng 

The final problem that yas ra1sed at the beg1nning of this paper yas the 
problem of adverb sequences. The data are repeated beloY in example (50). 

(50) a. Probably Max carefully yas climb1ng the Yalls of the garden. 
b. Max probably yas carefylly climb1ng the Yalls of the garden. 
c. *Careful1y Max probably yas climbing the Yalls of the garden. 
d. *Max carefully yas probably cl1mblng the Yalls of the garden. 

The generalization is that speaker-oriented adverbs must precede S-adverbs 
(Type IJJ ) 'A'hich must precede sUbject-oriented adverbs which must precede 
manner adverbs. 

(51)	 Speaker <S-adYerbs <sUbject <manner 

11Th1s 'Would be problematic for Baker's claim that all elements belo'w' XO 
must enter into morphological processes. 
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A quest10n ...h1ch 1nteracts ...fth th1s problem of sequenc1ng 1s hoy the scope of 
adverbs is asstgned. I make three assumpttons concerning the ass1gnment of 
the scope of an adverb. 

(52)	 1. scope is assigned by feature percol ation 
11.	 percolating features may not cross paths (but a head may conta1n 

more than one 1ndex) 
111.	 speaker-or1ented adverbs (CP scope)
 

S-adverbs ( IP scope)
 
sUbject-oriented (INFL)
 
manner/agent (V)
 

First, I 'ti111 assume that scope 1s nat asstgned v1a LF movement but rather by 
feature percolation. Williams (1984) argues that modals determine their 
scope doma1n at LF not by v1rtue of QR but by a percolat10n of their index from 
the head to the maximal projection. Since adverbs are heads related to 
heads, I assume that they use the same mechanism. 

Secondly, I assume that this projection of features cannot cross paths. In 
other 'tiords, a feature cannot project past another feature. A possible 
percolation structure is given in (53a) belo'ti and an impossible structure in 
(53b ). 

(53)	 a. b. 
F2 +- F2 scopeA.+- F1 scope * 

F1 
A	 

F1 ,F2+- F1 scope
A	 A 

Adv1	 F2 +- F2 scope Adv1 F2
A	 A 

F2	 Adv2 

A 
Adv2 

HO\lever, I 'w'111 assume that a head may contain t'w'o features since a head 
may support t'tiO modifiers. It 1s only ..hen the features begin to project that 
such restrict10ns on crosstno paths hol d. 

An interesting extenston of this system can be used to explain stmilar 
interactive effects bet..een epistemic modal verbs and subject-oriented 
adverbs. The data belo'w' sho'w' that epistemlc modals pattern like epistemic 
adverbs (examples developed from Jackendoff 1972, p. 103). 

(54)	 a. ?*Pete carefylly should have crept out of there by no . 
b. Pete shoyld carefully have crept out of there by no . 
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(54a) Yould be ruled out by the restr1ct10n against crossing percolation 
Itnes. Shoyld should haye Ytde scope over the maxtmal IP but tt cannot get 
such scopeY1thout crossing the index of carefu11v. In (54b), INFL may 
support the indices of both carefully and should and the index of should ym 
percolate to haye scope over the IP. 

3. 6 Prenom1nal adject1ve~ 

Prenomtnal adjectiyes sho... interesting para11els ...tth adverbs, as suggested 
in Higginbotham's ..ork. I ..i11 assume that this is due to the fact that they 
are ltcensed in a siml1ar fashion. On the surface, this para11el 1s not at a11 
astonishing especia11y given pairs such as the one belo.. (taken from 
Jackendoff 1972: 60). 

(55)	 a. John's rapid reading of the letter 
b. John's rapidly reading the letter 

But on closer look, there are other more subtle 81ml1ar1t1es. Like adverbs, 
prenominal adjectives may not take complements. 

(56)	 a. the proud (*of their achievements) students 
b. the fearfu1 (*of Bill) dog 

Adjectiyes may also take on an adverbial type meaning. Belo.. , in the 
prenominal pos1tion (57a) the meaning can either be that the dancer danced 
beautiful 1y (the adverbial reading) or that the dancer ..as physica11y 
beautiful (the adjectival reading). In (57b), ho..ever, ..here a full AP is 
present, only the adject1val reading 1s possible. 

(57a) a. the [A beayt1ful ] dancer 
b. The dancer ...as [AP beaytifyl ]. 

If prenominal adject1ves are indeed licensed in the same ..ay as adverbs, one 
'w'ould expect some of the same effects. For some reason, transportabl1tty 
does not occur. Ho..ever, there is a bit of evidence that just as adverbs may 
be related to Vs and IHFLs, adjectives may be related to Hs and Os. All of the 
adjectives already discussed 'tt'ould be related to the head N. Ho..ever, there 
are others that appear to be dependent on the type of determiner used (llltt§., 
Y!1tt., yirtyal). Firstly 'We can see that such adjectives may only appear in 
prenominal positions. 

(58)	 a. a mere boy 
b.*The/*A boy ..as~. 

Secondly, these adjectives may only appear 1n predicative NPs ...hich tend to 
have indefinite determiners (see Jackendoff 1972: 55). 

(59)	 a. He is a mere boyI*the mere boy. 
b. The play turned out to be an utter disaster/.the utter disaster. 
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I claim, then, that prenominal adjectives, like adverbs, are licensed via 
.head-feature-l1censing. This explains 'ihy (0 they do not take complements, 
( 11) they may have adverbial readings, and (110 they may be dependent on the 
form of the determiner. '2 

It is al so interesting to note that the adjectives that appear to be dependent on 
the 0 are related to the adverbs of problematic Type VI Ur.ub., yirtually, 
merely). Though I offer no solution to the problem of the non
transportabi11ty of these adverbs here, I assume that the relation of merely 
to INFL is the same as the relation of !Il§.C..l to D. 

".0 Extensions/complications 

Whl1e solving problems, the analysis presented above also leaves many 
questions unans'iered. Belo... I present several of these and, 'Where 
possible, speCUlate on the direction a solution might take. 

4.2 Epistemic adverbs/modals vs. SUbject-oriented adverbs/root modals 

4.2.1 Inversion 

In some interesting .....ays. adverbs parallel modals. S-adverbs (Type III) 
often act like epistemic modals ...hile subject-oriented adverbs (Type la) '1111 
act like root modals. This may not be surprising given the parallel 
interpretations 'ihere both subject-oriented adverbs and root modals assign 
adjunct theta-roles to the SUbject (see Zubizarreta 1982: 41ff.). We have 
al ready seen this simil arity as it rel ates to the sequencing facts described in 
section 3.5 above. Jackendoff (1972: 103) argues that Type III adverbs 
(such as probably) 'w'ork l1ke ep1stemic modals 1n that ne1ther follo .... subject
oriented adverbs • 

(60) a. *Carefull y Max probabl v as climbing the all s of the garden. 
b. PrQbgbly Max carefully as climbing the alls of the garden. 
c.*?Dave qUietly may leave the room. (epiatemic reading) 
d. Dave m.gy Quietly have left the rOQm. 

The parallel extends to a further puzz11ng fact alsQ nQted by JackendQff 
(1972: 84-87, 102-3). He points out that neither Type III adverbs nor 
epistemic mQdals "feel comfQrtable in questions". On the Qther hand, there 
is nQ such problem "t'tth other sorts 01 adverbs or 'With root modals. 

(61) a. *Did Frank probabl y beat all his opponents? 
b. Did Frank easily beat all his oPPQnents? 
c. Max may leave SQon. (epistemic Qr rOQt) 
d. May Max leave? (only rQQt) 

121nterestingl y. Chukchee "IIhich allQ.....s the incQrpQratiQn of adverbs. al SQ
 
all o...s the incorpQration of adjectives (see Spencer 1987).
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In (81 a) the sentential adverb prQbabl y makes the questiQn ungrammatical, 
...h11e the VP-adverb easl1y creates nQ prQblem as sho...n by (81 b). Further, 
...here (81 c) is ambiguous bet...een the rQQt Qr epistemic reading, as SQQn as 
the structure is inverted as in (81 d ), on1 y the root interpretation is 
ava11able. Jackendoff claims that it is not a semantic restrictiQn on the co
occurrence of the adverb or modal and the question since (i) tag-questions 
are allo...ed (see (82) belo... ) and (il) even inversion that does not indicate 
questiQn fQrmatiQn ...mcreate ungrammatical structures (see (63) 
bel 0... ).13 

(59) Max certainl y has finished eating his dinner, hasn't he? 

( 60 ) a. 8111 has never seen anything tQ cQmpare ith that. 
b. Never has 6111 seen anything tQ CQmpare 1th that. 
c. 811 1apparentl y has never seen anything to compare ...ith that. 
d. *Never has 811 1 apparentl y seen anything to compare \iith that. 

These data suggest that elements ...hich are given their scope interpretat1Qn 
through head feature prQjectiQn frQm INFL may not receive the correct 
interpretatiQn if that INFL PQsition is empty. NQte that this is crucial Qnly fQr 
adverbs (Qr mQdals) that must prQject their features tQ have SCQpe over IP• 
SUbject-Qriented adverbs and root mQdals ...hich assign adjunct theta-rQles tQ 
the subject dQ nQt have any such restrictiQn • 

... 1.2 Passive sensitivity 

In spite Qf the similarity bet...een rQQt mQdals and sUbject-Qriented adverbs, 
JackendQff (1972: 104-5, basing his work Qn Newmeyer 1970) pQints Qut Qne 
inconsistency. We have seen that subject-Qriented adverbs assign adjunct
theta rQles tQ the subject PQsitiQn. It fQllQ"'s, then, that 1f the element 1n the 
SUbject pQsitiQn is inconsistent ...ith the theta-rQle tQ be assigned, the 
resulting sentence ...111 be semantically Qdd. 

(64) a. 6111 carefully has picked the flo...ers. 
b. 'The fl Q...ers carefull y have been picked by 6111. 

With root modals, ho...ever, ...hil e the interpretation ...111 assign its theta
role tQ the subject ...here PQssible. If the subject is inconsistent ...1th the 
theta-role, the theta-role "1/111 be assigned tQ the agent. This is ahQ...n in 
(65) belo.... In (65a) and (65b) the root interpretation Qf the modal picks Qut 

13Jackendoff points out that (62) is best w1th falling intonation though he adds 
that .....ith rising intQnatiQn [it] seem [s] at 1east marginal, and certainly 
better than the cQrrespQndin~ yes-nQ questiQn" (1972: 85). The preference Qf 
falling intQnatiQn along 'With the fact that the invers1Qn in (63) is triggered by 
a ne~ative Qperator in [SPEC, CP] sug~ests that the ungrammatical1ty may be 
explained through the appearance Qf a wide-scope operator. 1...111 nQt 
explore this possibility here. 
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the subject. In' (65a) the doctor is given permission to do the examination, in 
(65b) John is given permission to undergo the examination. If the structure 
contains an inanimate object, ho...ever, the interpretation is no longer 
sUbject-sensitive. In both (6Sc) and (65d) the visitors are given permission 
since giving the fl o...ers permission is nonsensical. 

(65) a. The doctor may examine John. 
b. John may be examined by the doctor. 
c. Visitors may pick the flo...ers. 
d. Flo'w'ers may be picked by the visitors. 

It seems that subject sensitive adverbs, ...hich are licensed by the AGR 
feature, must assign their adjunct theta-role to their licensing feature, AGR. 
Root modals, ho...ever, ...hich are base-generated directly in the head, are 
freer in ...hat they choose to assign their adjunct theta-role to. In other 
...ords, root modals are not tied to AGR since they are in a position ...hich is 
independently licensed by X-bar theory and are not dependent on AGR for their 
licensing. 

The parallels and differences bet...een the t...o types of modals, root and 
epistemic, and the t...o types of adverbs, SUbject-sensitive and sentential, 
provide many Questions for further explorations. 

4.2 The relation of quantifiers and adverbs 

A final rather large problem involves the comparison of adverbs and 
quantifiers. This has received many pages of discussion in the literature in 
particular in the investigation of quantifier float. I have avoided any forays 
'into this area but because of the obvious correlations, any development of 
this ...ork on adverbs ...ould have to include a harder look at this problem. 
One area that must be mentioned, ho...ever, sinee it is directly related to 
data introduced in this paper regards the behaviour of quantified phrases in 
Icelandic. In section 1.2.3 I discussed the problem of adverbs appearing 
",ithin the YP 1n Icelandic. As (66) belo"" sho""s, not only adverbs but also QP 
subject may appear in this position. 

(66) pad segir Sveini einhYer sOgu (Thrainsson, 1986) 
there tells Sveini somebody a story
 

'Someone tells Sveini a story.'
 

If adverbs may be found in this position because they are licensed by the head 
features in INFL ...hich have been transmitted into the empty Vposition (see 
section 3.2.2.2), it must that the QP is licensed in the same ...a.,.. We might 
argue that the QP is related to AGR in INFL as evidenced by the fact that the 
verb agrees 'With the QP. What 1s harder to argue 1s that these quantifiers 
are like adverbs in that they are heads that do not project maximally. 
HO'w'ever, Higginbotham (1987) has argued that indefinites are defective in 
that they do not have determiners. Further inquiry into the parall els of QPs 
and adverbs could explore the possibl1ity that categories rna.,. be defective in 
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a variety of ...ays. Adverbs do not take complements ...hile indefinites do not 
take determiners. If an element is, in some sense, not complete, perhaps 
then it must be licensed via head-licensing and ...ould sho... similarities to 
other elements using the same sort of licensing. 

In this context it is interesting to note that Quantifiers ...ithin the YP in English 
have restricted scope as pointed out by W111iams (1984). Where (67a) is 
ambiguous bet...een the reading ...here mYI1 has ...ide scope or someone has 
...ide scope, in (67b) the only available reading is one 1n ...hich .m.u.J.1 has ...1de 
scope. 

(67) a. Someone must be in his house 
b. There must be someone in his house. (Williams, 1984) 

W1111ams explains this by claiming (1) the epistemic modal ~ percolates 
1ts 1ndex to the maximal projection IP g1ving it scope over the IP, and (11) that 
!M..l:e. is a scope marker for someone. In (67a) if someone undergoes QR, 1t 
...111 have ...ide scope. If not, it ...'ill have narro scope. In (67b), ~ 
limits the scope of someone and .m.Y.n ...111 have ide scope via feature 
perco1ation. 

I assume, along ...1th W111iams, that modals do not undergo QR. I extend this, 
however, to all elements not in A-positions ...hich means that any element 
that is licensed by a head-feature ...111 not undergo QR. I further assume that 
someone i8 licensed by AGR in INFL. Since the QP is licensed via AGR, it is 
like a root modal or a SUbject-oriented adverb and, as such, 1t does not have 
IP scope. The same effect is achieved except that there does not have to be 
taken as a scope marker. The assumpUon here is that quantifiers may act as 
adverbs in that they may be licensed by head-features. In the examples 
given above, the quantifiers are behaving as subject-oriented adverbs ...hich 
are licensed by the AGR feature in INFL. 

5.0 Conclusion 

In this paper I have proposed a ne... type of licensing - head feature licensing 
- in order to account for the diatribution of "deviant" categories such as 
adverbs and prenom1nal adject1ves. While offering an ans'w'er to some 
Questions raised concerning the distribution and interpretation of adverbs and 
adjectives, this form of licens1ng also leaves many questions unans...ered. 
The intention has been that to offer a different angle on an old issue, In the 
hope that the rema1n1ng bUs of the puzzle ...111 eventually fall1nto place. 
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